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DEFICIENCIES OF AN ENTIRE ALGEBROID FUNCTION

OF FINITE ORDER

BY TSUNEO SATO

§ 1. Recently Niino-Ozawa [1], [2] has established some curious results for a
two- or three- or four-valued entire algebroid function. A typical theorem is the
following:

THEOREM. Let f(z) be a two-valued entire transcendental algebroid function
and #ι, <z2 and #3 be different finite numbers satisfying

Then at least one of (aj\ is a Picard exceptional value of f.

This result discloses the remarkable fact that the condition only on the
deficiencies implies the existence of a Picard exceptional value in the two-valued
case and there is a big gap between the distribution of deficiencies of entire alge-
broid functions and that of one-valued entire functions.

In this paper we shall relax somewhat the condition on the deficiencies as
follows:

THEOREM 1. Let f(z) be a two-valued entire transcendental algebroid function
of finite order by an irreducible equation

where Ai and A0 are entire functions in \z\<oo. Let alf a2 and a3 be three dif-
ferent finite numbers satisfying

where δ(a,f) and Δ(a,f) indicate the Nevanlinna-Selberg deficiency and Valiron
deficiency of f at a respectively. Then at least one of {#/} is a Picard exceptional
value of f or more precisely it occurs either

(a) d(*ι,/) = l, δ(a2ίf)=δ(as,f)>~ or

(b)
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Further if there is another deficiency of f at a± then

(a)' 3(*4,/)gl- *(*•,/) or

(b)' d(aί1f)^l-Δ(aιίf) corresponding to the cases (a) or (b).

THEOREM 2. Let f(z) be a three-valued transcendental entire algebroid func-
tion of finite order defined by an irreducible equation

where A2, Ai and A0 are entire functions. Let aίt a2t #3 and #4 be four different
finite numbers satisfying

Further any two of {F(z> aj)} are not proportional. Then one of {aj} is a Picard
exceptional value of f

THEOREM 3. Let f(z) be the same as in the above theorem 2. Let alt a2, as, a±
and a5 be five different finite numbers satisfying

4(tfι, f)+δ(a2ί

Then at least two of (afi are Picard exceptional values of f or more precisely it
occurs either

(a) δ(alt /)=«(*!, /)=! and δ(as, /)= ί(α4, /) = δ(a5, /) > - or

(b) δ(alt /)=<5(tf4, /)=

(c) ^2,/)=^4,/)=l and J(^,/)= J(α3,

(d) 0(αι,/)=a(α.,/)=l α«/ 4(αι,/) = J(flr4,

(e) ^4,/)=^5,/)=l and Δ(aι,f)=Δ(a*

Further if there is another deficient value aβ then

(a)'

(b)'

corresponding to the cases (a), (b) or (c), (d), (e).
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We need the following Lemma which is quite analogous to the expository
Lemma in [1].

Here the author should like to thank sincerely Prof. M. Ozawa for his kind
suggestions.

LEMMA. Let gίf g2 be two transcendental entire functions of finite order satis-
fying α0ι+/302=l, aβ*Q. Then

Proof. Suppose that J(0, 0ι)+<5(0, 02)>1 Therefore we have

(5(oo, gύ+*(j, 02) +3(0,

which contradicts the Nevanlinna defect relation

where the c3 are any q (^3) distinct complex numbers.

§2. Proof of Theorem 1. Niino-Ozawa's argument does work in our case.
We firstly have

F(z, aj)=g,, j=l, 2, 3

and

(1)
J

where

(#ι—<Z2)(#ι—tfs) ' (#ι

Now we suppose that all gj(z), j=lt 2, 3, are transcendental. Differentiating both
sides of (1) we have

(2) Σ^ —tt=0, Σ^~<7y=0.
J = l ^ J = l ^

Assuming that gίf g2, gs are linearly independent, we have

Λ J2
ί/l= J> 02= Ji

«ιJ 0:2^

where
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01 02

01 02

0l" 0"

03

flί'

03 03 02 0s

Let

2μ(r, A)= ~ log Adθ, |, \At\).

By Valiron's theorem [3]

\T(r,n-μ(r,A)\=0(l).

Further we have

Hence

2μ(r, A)=2μ(r, g)+O(l), g=max(l, \0l\,

Thus

^ΣN(r909gj)+o
3=1 \J = l

without exceptional set. Further for y=l, 2

m(r, gi)^m(r, g)=2μ(r, 0)

and

(n 02)+0(1)

Hence
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Then we have

Σ N(n 0, gj)+o(μ(r.
i=ι

without exceptional set.

By the definition of Valiron deficiency

lim
2μ(r, g) ^^ μ(r, g) F^ T(r,

we have

which implies

This is absurd. Therefore gi, g2, g3 are linearly dependent. Thus we have

The above equation together with (1) gives

(A)

(B)

In the first place we consider the case (A). Now
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Hence

Further evidently

\m(r,gι}-m(r, 02)1=0(1).

Therefore

) τzz 2χr, g) ŝ m(r, 00

This implies

Similarly we get

Hence we have

By virtue of Lemma we have a contradiction.

Secondly we consider the case (B). Similarly with the case (A), we have

*(*/,/)= 0(0, 0y), y=2,3.

Hence

which gives similarly a contradiction.

These contradictions give that one of {gj}3

J=1 must be a polynomial: i.e. (1A)
is a polynomial, or (IB) 02 is a polynomial.

Consider the case (1A). Assume that αι
From

we get

Thus, noticing that g1 is a polynomial

m(r, g^N(r, 0, g2)+N(r, 0,

Then
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by virtue of \m(r, g2}—2μ(r, g)|=O(log r). Hence we have

which is a contradiction. Hence g2 and g3 are linearly dependent. Consequently
we have that g2 and g3 are polynomials respectively. Thus Ai and A0 are poly-
nomials, which is absurd. This leads us to the following fact: αι0ι==l. Hence

)>-ί,

and J(0ι,/)=<5(0ι,/) = l This is the desired result (a). Next consider the case
(IB). Assume that α202^1 Then we can obtain similarly to the case (1A)

m(r, gι)^N(r, 0, gJ+N(r, 0, gύ+o(μ(r, g))

without exceptional set. Then we have

which is a contradiction. Consequently we get «2g2=l Hence we have

î, /) =^3, /) and J(flπ, /) = Δ(β* /) > y ,

which is the desired result (b).
Assume that there is another deficiency <5(<z4,/) satisfying

Then we have

By the above discussion we have in the case (a)

(02 - * β)gι = - (02 - 03)(0s - 0ι)(0ι - 02),

which shows

(04 - 0l)g2 "I- (01 - 02)04 = - (02 ~ 04)(04 - 03) (01 - 02) % 0.

This implies a contradiction. Hence

In the case (b) we have
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1 - 0s)(02 - 0β),

then

§ 3. Proof of Theorem 2. We put

g3=F(z, #,-), y=i, 2, 3,4,

and assume that all gJ9 j-lf 2, 3, 4, are transcendental. Now we have

(3) :

where

r-0*), y=l,2,3,4.

Assume that gj, g2, gs and g4 are linearly independent. Then the Wronskian does
not vanish identically. By differentiating (3) we have

(4) Σ«J—tt=0, A*=l,2,3.

We can solve (3) and (4). Then we get

where

gί7

ί/2 ί/4

and Δ3 is a polynomial of

Qi

/γC/*) ^CA*)
g/+ι ^4 _-, 9 0

, •••, , μ — i, ώ, o.

Then
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log g = log max (1, |0ι|, |g2|, |</s|)

Hence

-log+W+|ilog+Myl+0(1)

1 Γ2f f

r, flr) = -£- J loggdθ= m(r,

-m(r> "j) + Σ^(^

without exceptional set. Further we have

and

μ(r,A)=μ(r,g)+0(l\

where

Therefore

by virtue of Valiron's theorem. Thus

which is a contradiction. Hence we have the linear dependency of glt g2, gs and
04, that is,

with constant {βj} not all zero, Here at least two of {/3/} are not zero. Hence we
may assume that
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(I) /33&^0 and β4=α4, or (II) βι/32^0 and &=OΊ.

We divide the cases (I), (II) into several subcases as follows:

43

(I)

Case 1)

i, a2*β2, ocs^βs,

( i )

(ii)

(iίi)

(iv) αidpjSi, α2=/32, α

Case 2) £=0, /32

( i ) a2*β2, a3*βs,

(ii) a2*β2, as=βs,

(iiϊ) α2=β2, 0:3=^3.

Case 3) β,=β2=0.

(i) αβ^jSβ,

(ii) 0:3 = ̂ 3.

(Π)

Case 4)

(i) «2^^2,

(ii) α2 = ̂ 2,

(Hi) cx2 = β2,

(iv) 0:2=^2,

Case 5) ^3=0, /34^0.

( i ) tfa^Aί,

(ii) a2=β2,

(Hi) a2=β2, α4 = &.

Case 6) βB=β,=Q.

(i) αr2^2,

(ii) a2=β2.

The cases 1), (iv); 2), (iii); 4), (iv) and 5), (iii) give trivially the desired result.
The cases 1), (i), (ii); 2), (i), (ii) and 3), (i) lead to an identity of the fol-

lowing type:

(A) iQl + Ϊ2Q2 + 7-303 = 1,

The cases 4), (i), (ii); 5), (i), (ii) and 6), (i) also lead to an identity of the fol-
lowing type:

(A)' 7*202 + 7*808 + 7*404 = 1,

The cases 1), (iii) and 4), (iii) lead to

(B) 7Ί0ι+r202=l, τ-303+7*404 = 1,

The cases 3), (ii) and 6), (ii) lead to

(C) αj0ι+#202 = l, #303+#404 =
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and

(C)'

respectively.
By our assumption the cases (C) and (C)' may be omitted.
In the first place we suppose that (A) occurs. Assuming the linear independ-

ency of 0ι, 02, 03, we can apply the same method as in the above and then we
arrive at a contradiction. Hence QI, gz, 03 are linearly dependent. This and (A)
imply

(a) 0ι0ι+0202=l, 0ι02=¥θ, or

(b) 0202+0303=1, 0203^0.

Considering the cases (a) or (b), we arrive at a contradiction in either case by the
Lemma. Hence we can say that one of {0^-1,2,3 is a polynomial.

Similarly consider the case (A)', we can obtain that 02, 03, 04 are linearly de-
pendent. This and (A)' imply for example

0303 + ^404 = 1, 0304^0.

In this case we have the same desired result.
Secondly we suppose that (B) occurs. Let G=max (1, |0j|, |08|). Then

m(r, g)^

Further

m(r, gj}^m(r, G)+O(1), j=2, 4.

Hence

m(r, G)^ m(r, gι)+m(r, 08)

without exceptional set. This leads to the following contradictory inequality

Thus either 0ι, 02 or 03, 04 are proportional, which is absurd.

§ 4. Proof of Theorem 3. We set also

gj=F(z,aj), y=l, •••, 5,

and
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( 5 ) ft?! + /32g2 + /33g3 + β5gδ = I

and suppose that all QJ(Z), j=l, •••, 5, are transcendental. Therefore the reasoning
in the proof of Theorem 2 leads to the following cases:

(i) (C) and (5), (ii) (C)' and (5).

Since the case (ii) can be handled quite similarly, we only consider the case (i).
Since cxiβz^ βιaz, we have

(aιβz — ocz

or

Thus we obtain a desired contradiction in either case. Hence one of {QJ} is a
polynomial.

Consequently we have the following fact: At least one of {g^i must be a poly-
nomial, that is

(3A) 0ι is a polynomial, or (3B) g2 is a polynomial, or (3C) g4 is a polynomial.

Firstly we consider the case (3 A). Further assume that the other g3 are trans-
cendental. If aiQi^l, then the identity (3) implies

By the same method as in the proof of Theorem 1, this case gives a contradic-
tion. Thus we have the existence of a polynomial among gz, gs, g*. In this case
we get

(a) d(0ι,/)=5(tf2,/) = l for example or

(b) a(*ι,/)=3(*4,/)=l.

The case (a) leads to

By virtue of the argument in the case (1A) of Theorem 1, we have the linear
dependency of g3 and g4, g3 and g5 respectively, that is,

The case (b) leads to
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which yeilds also

5(02,/)=5(03,/)=5(05,/)>i-

by virtue of our standard method. If aιgι=l, then we have

OΊ

by (5), where

o __ _

(01 - 02)(01 - 03)(01 - 05) "

Hence

OΊ 01—05

Therefore we can prove the existence of another polynomial among g2, g3, <
Also we have

(a/ 5(0ι,/)=5(02,/) = ! for example or

(b)' 5(0ι,/)=5(05,/) = l.

The case (a)' leads to

0-303 + 0-404=—Of202,

_ βl _

OΊ

which is absurd.
The case (b)' also leads to

0-202 + 0-303 + 0-404 = 0,

OΊ

In this case we obtain a part of the desired result:

Secondly we consider the case (3B). Further assume that the other g3 are
transcendental. If o-202^l, then we have the existence of a polynomial among
0ι, 03, 04 from the identity

OΊ01 + 0-303 + 0-404 = 1 — 0-202
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by the standard method. Thus we get

(c) <5(#2,/)==<5(<Z4,/)==1 or

(d) d(#2,/)=<5(<z3,/)=l or (a).

The case (c) leads to

#101 + #303 = 1 — #202 — #404 = 0,

which yeilds

1

The case (d) leads to

#101 4~ #404 = 1 — #202 — #808 — 0,

Pl01 ~H p505 — I — P202 — /5308 — 0,

which provides

or

1

If #202=1, then we have only the following case, that is,

(c)' <5(<Z2,/)=<5(tf5,/)=l

by virtue of the argument in the above case: αι0ι = l. In this case we get

or

IT*

Finally we consider the case (3C). If #404^1, then the reasoning in the above
cases leads to the following cases:

(b) or (c).

If ct404=l, we have
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Hence we get

or

Thus by the standard method we have the existence of a polynomial among
0ι> 03, 05 or 02, 08, 05 respectively. These cases give

(b) or (c)' a(*s,/)=5(«4,/)=l or

(e) δ(a<9f)=δ(at,f)=l.

For example the case (e) leads to

r 101 + f303 = 1 — f505 = 0,

3=0,

which yields

δ(al9f)=δ(a2,f)=δ(as,n or

Thus the proof of Theorem 3 is complete.

§ 5. Applying the method in the proof of Theorem 3, we have the following

THEOREM 4. Let f(z) be the same as in the theorem 2. Let alt a2, as, a± and
aδ be five different finite numbers satisfying

Then at least two of aj are Picard exceptional values of f or more precisely it
occurs either

(a) d(tfι,/)=<5(#2,/)=l for example and

y or

(b) d(0ι,/)=d(04,jO = l for example and

δ(a», f)=δ(a99 f)=δ(as, /)> - or

(c) 3(α4,/)=a(αβ,/)=l and
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